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Overview of Logistics 

Your all in one Logistics Partner

“Leaders win through
LOGISTICS. Vision, sure.
Strategy, Yes. But when you go to
war, You need to have both Toilet
paper and Bullets at the right
places at the right time. In other
words, you must win through
SUPERIOR LOGISTICS.”

- Tom Peters



Overview of Logistics 

Your all in one Logistics Partner

Logistics focuses on
managing the flow of
goods from
manufacturing to the
final consumerLogistics focuses on:

• Inventory
• Manufacturing
• Warehousing
• Transportation,
• Handling/Sorting

Logistics is the process
of managing how
resources are acquired,
stored and transported
to their final destination.



Your all in one Logistics Partner
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Overview of Logistics – 7 RIGHTS of Logistics



Logistics Challenges

Your all in one Logistics Partner

Customs Brokerage
Handling customs brokerage 

can be very problematic,
especially with post Covid 19

pandemic- related challenges

High Operational Cost
With the volatility of transit times and 

cumbersome clearance processes, 
warehousing and storage fees add up 

quickly whenever there is a delay. This leads 
to an increase in cost of doing business 

Shipping Policies
Strict shipping policies introduced
by shipping carriers have resulted 
in delays in shipment, unloading, 

higher freight rates and higher
port traffic.

Right Team
Business dealings today have 

become a bit challenging because 
you cannot trust that the business 
you are dealing with has the right 

team to execute to your satisfaction.



About SHOTTO Logistics
SHOTTO Logistics, is a limited liability company founded in 2018 and registered under the
Corporate Laws of the Republic of Ghana. It was incorporated and commenced business 
on February 2, 2018.

SHOTTO Logistics is also a registered tax paying business with the Ghana Revenue 
Authority (TIN C0010359397).

“To be a key partner 
in integrated 

logistics in Africa”

VISION

MISSION
INNOVATIONI

INTEGRITYI

PROFESSIONALISMP

CORE VALUES

EXCELLENCEE

Building a strong  relationship with our 
global partners and clients worldwide

Providing excellent service

Adopting modern trends through 
innovation in providing logistics 
solutions



Business Prospects

CORPORATE 
STRATEGY

SHOTTO Logistics aspires to 
be the forerunner in the
international market of Seaway
and Airway cargo handling in 
Africa. NETWORKING

YOUNG AND 
VIBRANT TEAM

CLIENT DRIVEN 
SERVICE

CAPACITY 
BUILDING

SHOTTO Logistics has a firm belief that
the future of international freight 
services lies in providing fully 
integrated services that meet the needs 
of customers and guarantees business 
growth.



LCL Distribution

Our Services
We offer the following:

Breakbulk & RoRo

Project Cargo Handling

Consolidation/Deconsolidation

Freight Forwarding

Air & Sea Customs Clearance

Import & Export

Transit Handling

Warehousing / Storage

Packaging

Door to Door Logistics

Relocation



• Shotto Logistics Limited is licensed by the Ghana Ports & 
Harbors Authority as a Freight Consolidator/NVOCC 
operator. Given this, we arrange to pass the relevant 
documents at customs for our clients. We have in-depth 
knowledge of the HS Codes, the calculation of Duty and VAT, 
and organise payment on the duty and VAT applicable.

• Shotto Logistics interfaces with Ghana Customs authorities 
to clear cargo from the ports on behalf of our clients from 
the start of Import Declaration through to Customs
Examination and release.

• Our processes cover online declaration of cargo, risk 
assessment and quality assurance, cost pre-financing, cargo 
verification, tracking, and freight delivery. We work with 
reliable partners to provide clients with timely but affordable 
services; reliable third-party trucks are equipped to transport 
cargo to destinations.

Our Services Cont… Customs Clearing Services

Your all in one Logistics Partner



Our Services Cont… Freight-forwarding
We offer land, air and sea freight services that suit the needs of our
customers. Our experienced and knowledgeable team of multi modal
logistics specialists offer solutions to a wide variety of national and
international freight forwarding requirements. In addition to traditional
forwarding services, we can arrange, via approved third-party providers,
other value-added services. This features:

• Customs brokerage assistance
• Competitive-economy air and ocean freight service fees
• Door-to-door or airport-to-airport service option
• Flexible cross-dock and distribution service
• On-demand updates on the status of goods
• Cargo insurance for the safety of goods

Your all in one Logistics Partner



Project Cargo Handling
We help you plan with your project timeline to get the shipment of heavy-duty machines and irregular-sized equipment to
arrive in time to ensure the continuity of your business and timely completion of your projects.

• We conduct route study and assessment of oversized and heavy cargo to ensure timely delivery

• Our service offerings cover a range of multi-industry companies

• We get insurance cover for your cargo for increased security

• We keep you informed about the status of your cargo shipment

Our Services Cont…



FCL And LCL Door To Door Combined Logistics
Shotto Logistic Limited offers convenient package for secure shipping of full or less then container load cargo from 
originating country to your destination. This package serve the need of shipping from originating country to the 
destination port for pick-up or delivered to your doorstep. Our service relieves you of handling paperwork and dealing
with customs.
Features include:

• Refrigerated shipping containers which are suitable for
import and export of frozen and perishable goods (e.g.
fresh farm produce and medical products)

• Tank containers routinely inspected by our experts to 
ensure compliance with industry standards for the
shipment of liquids

• You can also opt for collapsible racks to ship automobile 
cargo

• Bulkers fit perfectly for granular cargo

• On-demand updates on the status of the movement of
your cargo

Our Services Cont…

Your all in one Logistics Partner



Our warehousing Services And LCL Distribution
includes:
• Get on-demand updates on the inventory of your

cargo and how it’s being managed.
• Managing your unique storage needs from raw

materials management to finished goods and

supplies.

• Requesting for cross-docking for the complete

handling of your cargo from manufacturing point to
client site or location.

Our Services Cont…
Warehousing Services And LCL Distribution
We manage storage needs with well equipped 
warehouse facilities to reduce port fees and 
allow you to focus on running your business
smoothly.
Benefits ranges from 100% storing and 
retrieving of your goods in any of our 
warehouses closest to your business location.
The average cost of warehouse rent in Tema, 
and Accra is between US$2 to US$10 per 
square meter/ month. Shotto Logistics work to 
fast-track your warehousing services to avoid
high cost.

Your all in one Logistics Partner



EFFICIENCY OF TIME

TRANSPORT SERVICES

REDUCED OPERATIONAL 
COST

YOUNG BUT EXPERIENCED 
TEAM

With a track record of completing the 
clearance process within the seven- days
demurrage free period, we assure business 

operations to be absent of unnecessary cost 
which inflates cost of doing business.

We have a Team that observes and 
anticipates business practices to avert 

documentation problems hence reducing 
clearance cost associated with delays

we reduce cost by charging competitive 
margins on clearance fees

The Team at SHOTTO are young and we leverage on 
our youthful exuberance, adopting modern trends and 

technology to provide the best service to our 
customers.

Despite being young, The SHOTTO Team can boast of 
collectively having about 20 years experience in the 

logistics industry 

Our Team closely supervise customs examination to 
make sure there are no damages to cargo and 

inconsistencies in cargo quantities. 

We reduce transport and shipment 
time. We create synergy in your supply 

chain by using a well-established 
international network of shippers, 

making this service unique within all 
modes of freight forwarding 

transportation.
We work within stipulated timelines to

meet our customers’ requirements

we provide direct transportation services
from the port to the warehouse

and finally to the destination. We
use our private warehousing facility
which comes at a relatively lower 

cost to store your good prior to
transportation

Why choose SHOTTO Logistics



MEET OUR TEAM

REUBEN TETTEH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

AZIZ IBRAHIM
CHIEFOPERATIONS OFFICER

DANIEL TETTEH
FINANCE DIRECTOR



FRANCISCA ENGMANN

FINANCE OFFICER

BARBARA ADDO

ADMINISTRATOR

ROCKSON NYADEDZOR

LOGISTICSOFFICER
LYDIA TETTEH

SALES OFFICER



OUR PARTNERS

OUR NETWORK

OUR CLIENTS
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